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       The cosmogenic activation of materials is the production of radioactive isotopes due to the exposure to cosmic rays.

On the Earth's surface, spallation induced by cosmic neutrons is responsible of most of the activation, but other reactions

and cosmic ray components must be considered too in other conditions, like if materials are flown at high altitudes or

stored deep underground.

       Cosmogenic activation is relevant in different contexts; for example, together with primordial or anthropogenic

radioactivity, it s a background source in experiments devoted to the investigation of rare event phenomena, like the direct

detection of dark matter particles or the nuclear double beta decay. 
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       Radioactive impurities in the components used in a low-background experiment induced by the exposure to cosmic

rays at the surface (during production, transportation, or storage) may become very problematic, being in some cases

even more relevant than the primordial activity. Production of cosmogenic radioactive isotopes is also considered in other

fields  as some products are relevant in different contexts related to Astrophysics, Geophysics, or Archaeology. Here,

just the basics of the cosmogenic activation are summarized, describing how it can be evaluated from known production

cross sections and considering the cosmic ray spectrum.

       Many particular studies have been developed to quantify and reduce the activation yields in detectors and materials

used in the set-up of experiments demanding ultra-low background conditions, considering target materials like

germanium, silicon, tellurium, xenon, argon or sodium iodide, together with other ones commonly used like copper, lead

and stainless steel. Reviews of all these studies can be found in Refs. 

1. Cosmogenic Activation

       The spallation of nuclei by high energy nucleons is one of the dominant processes for the cosmogenic production of

radionuclides, but other reactions like fragmentation, fission, break-up, or capture are important too. Spallation reactions

produce the emission of neutrons and charged particles together with the generation of residual nuclei far from the target.

They are typically described in two steps: a first one leading to an excited remnant nucleus and a second one, much

slower, corresponding to the de-excitation of this nucleus. Isotope production at the Earth’s surface is dominated by

neutrons because protons are absorbed by the atmosphere. However, at high altitudes, protons are also relevant for

activation and the cosmic flux increases.

       Cosmogenic activation of materials underground can be considered in many cases negligible, as the flux of cosmic

nucleons is suppressed just for depths of a few tens of meter water equivalent (m.w.e.) and the neutron fluxes in deep

underground facilities are orders of magnitude lower than at the surface. Radiogenic neutrons have energies (around a

few MeV) too low to produce spallation processes. Therefore, activation underground is mainly due to muons. Negative

muon capture is dominant at shallow depths while deep underground fast muon interactions are the most relevant ones:

muon spallation (virtual photon nuclear disintegration) and electromagnetic and nuclear reactions from secondary

particles. As the muon energy spectra and fluxes depend on depth, underground activation can be very different for

different sites. This on-site activation can be problematic for next generation experiments and may set a minimum for the

required depths.

       The relevant cosmogenic radioisotopes generated depend on the target material, but some spallation products like

tritium are commonly induced. Tritium is a pure  emitter with  keV and a half-life of  y ;

therefore, it is very relevant for dark matter searches when produced in the detector medium  but has no effect for most

of the Double Beta Decay searches. Estimates of tritium yields require the identification of all the final reaction products.
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       Cosmogenic activation can be minimized by reducing the surface exposure, using shieldings against the cosmic rays,

avoiding flights and storing, or even producing, materials underground. Purification techniques can also eliminate many of

the induced isotopes. However, these preventive measures make the experiment preparation more complex, for instance

for crystal growth or detector mounting. Consequently, it would be advisable to assess the relevance of the material

exposure to cosmic rays for the experiments and its effect on the sensitivity. To quantify the induced activity, A, of an

isotope with decay constant , both the production rate R of the isotope in the considered target as well as the exposure

history must be well-known. In particular, A can be computed as:

       considering  the time of exposure to cosmic rays and  the cooling time (time spent underground once shielded

from cosmic rays).

       Some direct measurements of productions rates have been carried out for a few materials from the saturation activity,

obtained by sensitive screening of materials exposed in well-controlled conditions. However, in many cases, production

rates must be evaluated from the flux (per unit energy) of cosmic rays, , and the isotope production cross-section, ,

being both ingredients dependent on the particle energy E:

       with  the number of target nuclei.

2. Production Cross Sections

       Excitation functions for the production by nucleons of a particular nuclide in a target over a wide range of energies

(from a few MeV up to tens or hundreds of GeV) cannot be obtained just from measurements of production cross-sections

with beams. Calculations must be made to have complete information on the excitation functions. The EXFOR database

(CSISRS in USA)  compiles nuclear reaction data and then cross sections for a particular target, projectile, energy, or

reaction can be searched for. Experimental data on production cross sections are scarce but essential to validate

calculations. 

       Different approaches can be considered to compute production cross sections. Semiempirical formulae have been

derived for nucleon–nucleus reactions. The Silberberg and Tsao equations presented in Refs.  can be used for

targets with mass number A ≥ 3, for products with A ≥ 6 and for energies >100 MeV. They have been integrated in different

codes: COSMO (FORTRAN program) , YIELDX (FORTRAN routine, including the latest updates of the equations)

 and, more recently, ACTIVIA (C++ computer package, using also experimental data when available) . Any of these

codes offer very fast calculations, although as the formulae are based only on proton-induced reactions, neutrons, and

protons’ cross sections must be implicitly assumed to be equal.

       The other approach in production cross sections calculations is the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of the interaction

between nucleons and nuclei. Modeling properly the interactions for isotope production requires the consideration of

different reactions: from the formation and decay of compound nuclei to the intranuclear cascade of nucleon interactions

followed by de-excitation processes like fission, fragmentation, spallation, or breakup. As described in detail in Ref. ,

many different models and codes have been developed and validated to implement this in different contexts, like, for

instance, the production of medical radioisotopes, the transmutation of nuclear waste, the prevention of damage to

electronics on spacecraft, the radioprotection of astronauts, or studies of comic rays and astrophysics. Some of these

codes have been implemented in general-purpose codes like GEANT4 , FLUKA , and MCNP . Evaluated libraries

of production cross sections have been elaborated, providing different coverage of reactions, projectiles, and energies,

like, for example, TENDL (TALYS-based Evaluated Nuclear Data Library)  (based on the TALYS code, for protons and

neutrons with energies up to 200 MeV) or HEAD-2009 (High Energy Activation Data)  (for protons and neutrons with

higher energies, from 150 MeV up to 1 GeV).

       A more detailed discussion on the different options to undertake the evaluation of cosmogenic production cross

sections and yields can be found in . There is no perfect approach, depending the suitability of a model or code to a

particular situation on targets, projectiles, and energies. In , to analyze a particular product and target, it is proposed to
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collect and analyze firstly all the information on the excitation functions by neutrons and protons from all the available

sources (calculations and experiments); and then, to choose the best description by minimizing deviations. Systematic

comparisons between measurements and calculations are usually made based deviation factors, F, defined as: 

       with n the number of pairs of measured and calculated cross sections and  at a certain energy. As an

example, Figure 1 shows a compilation of excitation functions for Co, a typical cosmogenic product in different targets,

generated in natural germanium and in copper by nucleons taken from different sources, as made in Ref. [43]; the

availability of a large amount of experimental data in copper allows a more reliable validation of calculations.

Figure 1. Compilation of excitation functions for the production of Co by protons and neutrons in natural germanium (a)

and in copper (b). Experimental data obtained from the EXFOR database are shown together with calculations using

semiempirical formulae and MC simulations.

3. Cosmic Ray Flux

       Together with the production cross sections, the other element to calculate the production rates is the cosmic ray flux

and its energy distribution. Nucleons, with energies from MeV to GeV, are responsible for most of the activation produced

on the surface. At sea level, the the number of protons and neutrons with energies of a few GeV is roughly the same; but,

at lower energies, as charged particles are absorbed in the atmosphere, the proton to neutron ratio is much lower than

one, being only 0.03 at 100 MeV . This is the reason why neutrons produced the bulk of the cosmogenic activation at
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sea level. However, proton activation is not completely negligible; its contribution is quoted in  as ∼10%, in agreement

with results for proton activation in germanium  . Activation from other particles like muons can be even smaller 

.

       Different descriptions of the energy spectrum of neutrons at sea level have been considered for cosmogenic

activation studies, like the ones presented in Refs.  and . Parameterizations given in  are used in the ACTIVIA

code. In , following a revision of all previous available results, a new parameterization valid for energies from 10 MeV to

10 GeV was provided. After a campaign of cosmic neutron measurements in the US, a different analytic function from the

fit to data for energies greater than 0.4 MeV was proposed by Gordon et al. [51]. Three different parameterizations

(corresponding to the flux at sea level in New York City) are compared in Figure 2; in the range 10 MeV–10 GeV, the

integral flux is 5.6 (3.6) cm s  from . It is worth noting that, to assess activation at a certain location, the

evaluated flux for New York City must be properly scaled using available factors  or tools . 

Figure 2. Differential neutron flux as derived from parameterizations at sea level by Armstrong and Gehrels , Ziegler

, and Gordon et al. .

       For the energy spectrum of surface protons, the CRY (“Cosmic-ray Shower Library”) generator  can be used. At

sea level, the integral flux in 100 MeV–100 GeV is 1.36 cm s  while the energy spectra for different particles (like

nucleons and muons) is obtained from the full MC simulation of primary protons and atmospheric showers. The good

agreement with data shows that these calculations give a reliable description of the distributions of cosmic rays at sea

level. As discussed in Ref. , CRY allows the generation of energies, positions, and directions of different particles, but

primary nuclei are not simulated (only protons are considered) and the accuracy of the derived spectra is limited (due to

the energy bins defined). The flux of protons and high-energy gamma rays can be also obtained from the EXPACS

(“EXcel-based Program for calculating Atmospheric Cosmic-ray Spectrum”) sofware program . It calculates terrestrial

fluxes of nucleons, ions with charge below 28, muons, and other particles for different positions and times in the Earth’s

atmosphere. Based on these calculated fluxes, EXPACS can also deduce the effective dose, ambient dose equivalent,

and absorbed dose in air due to cosmic-ray exposure.

       It is also possible to accomplish the full calculation of the production rates with one code. The CONUS (“COsmogenic

NUclides Simulations”) toolkit, developed for the analysis of cosmogenic radioisotopes in extra-terrestrial and terrestrial

objects , can be used to compute production rates in detector materials too. It is based on the MCNPX and MCNP

codes combined with LAHET (code for transport of nucleons, pions, muons and light nuclei). An isotropic irradiation with

primary galactic cosmic-ray protons is used in calculations. Measurements and TALYS calculations are used for cross

sections. Input particles in CONUS are considered with energies from 0.001 eV to 20 GeV.
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